
 

 

 

Notes from the Ofgem REMIT Workshop – 1st December 2014 
London 

Aviv Handler 

Ofgem held a workshop on December 1st in their London office in order to cover the 
upcoming REMIT registration and reporting requirements, as well as other aspects of REMIT 
such as enforcement. 

The agenda was as follows: 

 REMIT Overview 

 REMIT Registration 

 Transaction and Fundamental Data 

 Monitoring and Investigation 

 Compliance with REMIT 

 Q&A 

The slides from the workshop are all available on the Ofgem website here: 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/remit-seminar-%E2%80%93-1-
december-2014 

Links to each individual presentation are found in the individual sections of these notes. 

These notes are broadly split as per the meeting. The notes provide highlights of the 
presentation and the author’s thoughts and general comments and questions that were 
heard in the room. Many questions from the sessions have been noted here although some 
are omitted. ETR’s own additions are in brackets. 

REMIT Overview 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91676/1.remitoverview.pdf 

This short introductory session set the scene for the meeting. The message was twofold: 

1) The idea of REMIT is to enhance trust and confidence in the wholesale market 
2) The monitoring part of REMIT will require several regulatory authorities, in both the 

energy and financial spheres, to cooperate. 
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REMIT Registration 
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91677/2.remitregistration.pdf 

This section looked at how the registration process will work for GB market participants. It 
was announced that registration for the GB market would open that afternoon. 

The audience was reminded that all European Market Participants need to register under 
REMIT Article 9. The slides also outline how the GB registration interacts with ACER’s 
central “CEREMP” database. (Slide 5). There are 5 sections to fill in for registration, as listed 
on slide 6. 

It was stressed that Market Participants information must be kept up to date at all times and 
that out of date or wrong information is a breach of REMIT.  

A timeline slide (number 7) was shown. This shows that ACER will publish the initial register 
of MPs in April. It was noted that for those MPs in groups, since sections 4 and 5 will require 
you to refer to other MPs it will not be possible to fill in these sections before then. 

The initial registration process returns an ACER code, which can be obtained after filling in 
the first 3 sections. This does not mean that registration is complete. 

Examples were then given demonstrating how to register entities across different countries, 
including entities spanning different countries (i.e. a group where an entity in one country 
owns an entity in another). When entities are linked the “inverse relationship” is derived and 
the user associated with the linked to participant is informed. 

The various screens were then run through, which can be seen on the slides. A user guide 
would be published later that day, which can be found here: 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91713/remitregistrationuserguidedecember2014.pdf 

 

Questions included the following: 

Q: How long do participants have to update their details? Does the update need to be in “real 
time”? A: The obligation is to keep up to date information, and that Participants must satisfy 
themselves that they are complying. 

Q: Do branches have to be registered? A: No 

Q: Under which jurisdiction should non EU entities register? A: They can choose any market 
in which they participate. It is preferable if they register in the primary market in which they 
participate. 

 

 

 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91677/2.remitregistration.pdf
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Transaction and Fundamental Data 
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91678/3.remittransactionandfundamentaldatareporting.pdf 

This presentation was given by ACER and gave an outline as to how data reporting will work 

under REMIT. The latest timeline was given as well as the information that the latest version 

of the Implementing Act was agreed on 3rd October. Slide 8 gives an overview of which trade 

data must be reported and when.  

(Of particular note is the line which states that for the first phase of REMIT, trades executed 

on a market place are to all be reported via the market place. It is worth noting that reporting 

via the OMP is not compulsory. It is also worth noting that the OMPs will not have all of the 

data they need to report, nor will broker platforms be aware of post trade events. This is 

something that Market Participants should prepare for.) 

Slide 9 shows how fundamental electricity data is to be reported, mainly via ENTSO-E and 

TSOs. A provision has been left for Market Participant reporting of nominations. 

Similarly slide 10 shows how fundamental data is to be reported for Gas. This could be far 

more complex especially for LNG. 

The timeline is then reviewed on slide 11. 

Slide 13 makes an attempt to clarify what gets reported when, and under which format. The 

left hand side shows the data that is to be reported in the first phase. The right the second.  

Slide 15 shows an interesting breakdown of which types of gas and power trade will fall 

under REMIT, and which under MAD/R. According to the slide, only trades executed on a 

“regulated market” will be under MAR, with the rest falling under REMIT. (It is likely that this 

discussion will be on-going).  

The presentation concluded with an overview of the comprehensive documentation that is 

being issued by ACER. 

 

Questions included the following: 

Q: If two third country counterparties trade a derivative that is under REMIT rather than EMIR 

must it be reported? A: Yes 

Q: What is the scope of LNG reporting? A: Anything supplied into the EU. So if a cargo is 

traded for supply into the EU network it must be reported, including within the terminal. 

However a trade from outside into FOB would not need to be reported. 

Q: With backloading, what happens if you do not have all of the information? A: In many 

cases (for backloading) information only needs to be reported if it is available. 

Q: Does the Order ID have to be reported with a trade? A: Yes, if the trade resulted from a 

reportable order, the trade must be reported with that Order ID. 
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Monitoring and Investigation 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91679/4.remitmonitoringcomplianceandinvestigations.pdf 

This presentation highlighted the guidance that comes from Ofgem, how they will monitor the 
market and enforce the rules. 

The presentation opened with an overview of the various guidance issued by Ofgem (slide 
3). It then continued with an overview of how they may perform investigations in the market, 
and how decisions are made. These are all detailed in the remaining slides. Of particular 
note: 

- Currently Ofgem may investigate breaches into articles 3, 4, 5 and 15. Powers are 
soon to be extended to cover Articles 8 and 9. 

- Anyone can be investigated, whether they are a market participant or not. 
- Usually an ongoing process will not be made public, with results published at the end 

of an investigation. 
- The level of cooperation during an investigation will be considered in the outcome. 
- Warrants can be applied for from a JP in order to investigate a case. 

Compliance 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91681/5.remitcompliance.pdf 

This last presentation was an overview of how to ensure compliance. Messages included: 
 

- Do not leave things to the last minute, including registration. 
- The desire is not to fine, but to uphold good controls and systems. 
- Action will be taken even if there is no breach but when there could be one in the 

future. 
- Expect more open letters and published guidance. 
- Ofgem are in the process of procuring their own surveillance software. 

 
On the topic of inside information, it was stated that knowledge of a return to service could be 
considered inside information. Also, 1 hour is not necessarily considered sufficient time for 
publication of certain inside information (slide 5). Reference was also made to the open letter 
published in July which stated that there is a great deal of room for improvement in the 
publication of inside information. 
 
A public history of announcements must be kept by each publisher. Overall when considering 
publication one should think about the purpose of REMIT in the decision making process. 
 
Questions included the following: 
 
Q: Is the publication of data such as an unplanned outage under the upcoming Electricity 
Transparency Regulation over Modis considered REMIT compliant? A: P291 will eventually 
provide for this 
 
Q: What should one do if in the possession of inside information which must be published by 
another party (and therefore stops you trading)? A: More thoughts will be published in due 
course. 
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Further Questions and Conclusion 

The session closed with further questions, which included the following: 

Q: What happens if a trading desk is buying for you? Is this under REMIT? A: Yes. 

Q: May you trade with a party who has not registered? A: Yes. You may use an artificial code 
for the counterparty. 

Q: Do intermediate companies in a hierarchy (i.e. a parent of a Market Participant that is not 
the ultimate parent) that do not trade need to register? A: No. 

Q: Are the CFDs under the EMR reportable A: This is not clear. 

Q: Can any brokered trades be considered as not traded on an Organised Market Place? A: 
No. 

Q: Under which jurisdictions can Ofgem enforce? Is it limited to the GB Market? A: No, 
Ofgem may enforce across the EU and further. 

 

It was announced at the conclusion that further sessions would be organised. In the 
meantime a frequently asked questions document was announced, that can be found here: 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91624/remitregistrationfaqsdecember2014.pdf 

About ETR Advisory 

ETR (Energy Trading Regulation) Advisory Ltd is a specialised, expert resource which 
explains and helps implement the complex labyrinth of European Energy and Commodity 
Market Regulations. ETR run the web site www.energytradingregulation.com which provides 
updates on the state of energy regulation in Europe. 

Readers are encouraged to email further questions or corrections to aviv@etr-advisory.com.   

Legal 

The contents of this document are solely the opinion of ETR Advisory Ltd (ETR). ETR 
accepts no liability from any errors, omissions or misunderstandings that arise from it. The 
document is distributed on this condition. Copyright of the document remains with ETR 
Advisory Ltd and it may not be quoted from or reproduced without express permission. 

http://www.energytradingregulation.com/
mailto:aviv@etr-advisory.com

